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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Westinghouse Electric Corporation has developed the Ice Condenser

Reactor Containment System. Basically, this system involves the very

rapid absorption of the energy released from the Reactor Coolant System

in the improbable event of a loss-of-coolant accident. The energy is

absorbed by condensing the steam in a low temperature heat sink, consisting

of a'suitable quantity of ice permanently stored, in a cold storage compartment,

inside the containment. This containment system results in markedly

reducing the peak pressure that would result in a containment in the

event of a loss-of-coolant accident and reduces this peak to an even

lower value within a few minutes.

The Ice Containment System is the result of extensive development work

undertaken by Westinghouse as a part of a continuing effort to simplify

the design while improving the safety of nuclear power plants.. The performance

of the ice condenser reactor containment is demonstrated by results and

analysis of ice condenser tests performed inthe full-scale section test

facility at the Westinghouse Waltz Mill Site. The 1968 test series

established the ability of the ice condenser to perform satisfactorily

over a wide range of conditions, exceeding the range of conditions that

might be experienced in an accident inside the reactor containment.

The. Waltz Mill Ice Condenser. Blowdown Test Facility (hereafter referred to

as facility) was reactivated in 1973 to verify the ice condenser performance

with the following redesigned plant hardware scaled to the test configuration:

1. Perforated metal ice baskets and new design couplings.

2. Lattice frames sized to provide the correct loss coefficient

relative to plant design.

3. Lower support beamed structure and turning vanes sized to

provide the correct turning loss relative to the plant design.

4. No ice baskets in the lower ice condenser plenum opposite the

inlet doors.
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The primary objective of these cOrrent tests is to determine the transient

heat transfer and fluid flow perfoirnance of the ice condenser design and

to confirm that conclusions derived from previous Waltz Mill tests have

not been significantly changed by the redesign of plant hardware. Consequently,

the design of the test hardware provides heat transfer and fluid flow character-

istics that are equivalent to those in the plant design. It should be

noted that hardware structural characteristics for the plant design

are reported in References 1 through 5 (Section. 2) since structural

response to blowdown is not a specific objective. In addition, responses

of lower intermediat.e_ and upp.prtdtc-kdoQs•tý blowdw4_pare not included

* in the test objectives since separate test programs were conducted for

these components.

Originally the test series consisted of six rate_seriegstts, threeý! ergy

series tests and four subcooling series tests. At the request of the AEC

staff the series was modified to include a test of the ice condenser long

term heat transfer performance as well as a repeatability test of 100% blow-

down rate test. In order to complete the test series in a timely fashion,

all unnecessary tests were eliminated. All six rate series tests were

performed. Since the nominal 100% energy tests were considerably greater

/ithan that valvip one additional energy series test was performed, to evaluate

energy sensitivity. Also, the subcooling series tests were modified to

include only those more conservative tests, the higher blowdown rate tests.

The purpose of this report is to provide a description of the test facility

and to provide a final report describing the tested performance of the

ice condenser.

Some pages of captioned photographs are appended to' this report (Appendix

A) to give a physical conception of the test hardware used at the facility.
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of a a ice condenser plant desi-gn, The'test uses a foot

lice condenser bed: located insidet•he receiver vessel, which

is divided into compartment s to essentially duplicate a section of the
c ~~ice condeniser desig. h

:vJ~:-c-tual plant ice: cndese dsg.T test arrangement is designed to

poid volume ratios and scale factors equivalent to the plant containment

~The major di~fferen~cebetween the actual plant configuration and the facility
configuration;- is that the test employs a basket array whereas (a,b)

the plant has a 9x. basket array per door port•.• The test-is designed
SIa7/to provide similar entrance, turnin andiAce bed: losses as well as similar

heat t nsfer compared to..theLp6.ant design- '

The' facility contalns a full-scale section of.the plant ice condenser

witih 'the same ratio of ice bed flow-area and lattice frame flow area

to ice condenser total cross sectional area, as those in a plant, in a
similar geometry. The ice baskets are only feet high at Waltz Mill, (a,b)

.. .. ~~~ eet .ih at Wa t .MI1,• ... !i:.• ,.

however. Therefore- the tests will provide conservative estimates. of

heat transfer performance since the, top feet, of the.,*bed are not (a, b)

represented in the facility. Lower inlet -doors and interim~diatedeck

doors are installed above and below the'facility ice condenser section.

The doors in use have been designed to respond in an equivalent manner. to

a given pressure differential as those employed in the plant. :

The".top. deck door. 3:snot simulated at the facility. The presence or absence

of the .top deck door will have no significant affect on ice bed., heat transfer
performance, inasmuch a the ua of the plant is really

only a pat of the upper'compartment. Each door uised in *the "plant has

been tested for per'formane and durability as ,reported .in Ref erences

1 through 5. The resuls of these tests'provide the basis for 'the door

simulation in the 7HM-,Code W1.lpanels are not part of' the'facility. These

-componets and"other i cond compeients have been tested, "for' tructural
capability ani& re report~ed In Refeine 3 1truh5.:, ., •N " . .t, 5.

2 ", -: .: .

iI: ! : ,:i ,: : •i 2 2:
.. .. ,-.:• i :! ;. - .. ,



The followingj modifications are~ made to the test' facilityf Or -long
ie:: oI•o• ,:• .term ,blowdo- testing. •

1 nau-. sea boiler i nnected to •pe mit

injection4 . of'steamn into the lower-c comhpartment of the 'ice< j<,.

Theflow rate is controlled to simulae, thepostn

i'-"'-

release.,. ),
-~ "1'.-'>'.•-.'-r- -'- -

'-4 ,->'-i---..7>'7.. 7 '-- '.-..7'

2 c•nctrifugal airbloweris -ins tal.ed "in' ide the, reqve' r ., •.vessel
to: s'i 1 eil the alant.eirculati:n "-fa'is During.the

tp aedn f ring teno.......

test'.th' blower retur'ns air.from t..e'upper compartment.: tvrougti a

*fh . •.

pipe into, the lower con.'partment. A flapper-valve was attached to the,
end-of the pipe, to~prev7'ent, steamn."byp~ss ,during- theiiilhg

pressure ýbl~wdown '

3~. H'oles',are'. provided :in, the doors at the ýtopoth ic bed to sim~ulate'

the vents in the plant intermediate and top deck doors.

21 TEST PROCEDURE- 7+1', ''"

7'T-he ice baskets are f illed., in' thep penthouse atte top of -the' £eceiver vesselý,,

~-.-by a'1blower system before b e ing lowered, into- .the ice chest. Prior to inst'alling

ic baskets, the, receiver. vessel and building> is cooled by an~air recirculation
'and> refrigeration .system.,> A'la'ttice fraane~is >installed after each-.six foot>->

... '>~>.arryof,--icebaskets an o d od"n b a r I ý,a ~tt'ach ed, t ough-the.

~walls. Af ter all bakt 'ar installed th&47: &eeier' vessel top manhole is'

- ''"' closed, 'and the boiler is ~then broug~h~t6 totstcnditions.~

The boiler is evacuated-"and filled w~ith demineralized water and the heatup-

strtd'1 'nrgzig>t~ tp haters. -the'h ater heats *in the boil'er

and'xpahds,-. it. i S:'E' 1- t ýl hr&ghý a 1letd~n -heat ~exchangr ~'i 1T~ 'iiia fill1
>1>of the.,boller is measured ,as we'll as't'he wa~ter'relieved so,"that the'tot~al aýn6'unt

of water" in the boiler and pi~ping is alway's known.'-'Water is circulated b etween

the boiler.and'-downsra 'ipndrn etpby the.recirculation sse
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1. The auxiliary steam boiler is brought to a standby condition

approximately 30 minutes prior to the test.

2. Blowdown from the high pressure boiler is performed by the same

procedure previously described.

3. As soon as the high pressure boiler pressure decreased to less than

50 psig steam flow is initiated from the auxiliary boiler. The

gradual decay of residual energy release is simulated by several step-

wise reductions of the steam flow rate.

4. The recirculation blower is started approximately 7.5 minutes after the

auxiliary steam supply has been initiated. The fan is operated

continuously throughout the remainder of the test.

5. The test is terminated when ice meltdown has been completed. This

is indicated by a gradual increase. in receiver vesse.1 pressure.,

2.2 DATA ACQUISITION

When test conditions are reached the Data Acquisition System (DAS) is activated

and data is recorded throughout the blowdown period. The DAS consists of a

Nova computer with 16K of core memory, an ASR33 teletype, analog conversion

equipment, two magnetic tape transports for data storage and analog output.

equipment for chart recording purposes. The block diagram of this system

is shown in Figure 2-7.

The ASR33 teletype serves as the communication link between the operator

and the computer. A special program has been written to provide conversational

type messages to help the operator to go through the different steps of the

test. All teletype communications are listed on the printer which can be

used as a record to identify the given test.

The analog conversion equipment consists of five analog-to-digital converters

(ADC). Each ADC is controlled by a controller to convert at a fixed rate
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of 20,000 points per second. Each ADC accepts its input from a multiplexer

which is essentially a switching device with a sample and hold unit. The

synchronization of the multiplexer and the conversion is supervised by the

ADC controller. The converted values from five ADCs are multiplexed to a

direct memory access (DMA) device which can store values directly in the

core area without going through the central processing unit (CPU) of the

computer. Thus the DMA has a through-put rate of 100,000 points per second.

Since each ADC has the same conversion rate, to avoid a real-time synchronization

problem among the five converters, each ADC is double buffered. The buffered

values are then used by the DMA.

The current system configuration will accept a total of 96 input channels.

These inputs are separated into 5 groups, one for each ADC. As shown in

Figure 2-7, ten channels each are assigned to the first four ADCs and the

remaining 56 channels are assigned to the fifth ADC. With this channel config-

uration and the fixed ADC conversion rate of 20,000 points per second, the channel

sampling time for channels 1 to 40 and 41 to 96 is 0.5 ms (=10/20KC) and

2.8 ms (=56/20KC) respectively. The channel sample time is defined as the

time between successive samples of the same channel. The equivalent channel

sampling rate is 2,000 and 357.14 points per second respectively.

The DAS stores the acquired ADC values on magnetic tapes. There are two

tape transports in the system with the following characteristics:

1. Fast tape transport-9 track, 1600 bits/inch and 150 inches/sec

2. Slow tape transport-9 track, 1600 bits/inch and 37.5 inches/sec

The system is scheduled to sample the inputs initially at a total rate of

100KC until the critical transients have passed. The system will then change

the total scanning rate to 10KC for the remaining part, of the test. All

ADC values acquired during the initial fast scan period are stored on the

fast tape transport. The tape characteristics limit this period to be equal

to or less than 3 minutes. The recording is then automatically switched

to the slow scan tape and data stored on this tape is limited to 30 minutes.

2-6
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between the top and bottom of the boiler. P01, between the top of the

boiler and bottom of the subcooled leg, and P25, between top and bottom

of subcooled leg. Figure 2-6 shows a block diagram of a typical pressure

channel.

The following instrumentation is used for the long term test

only.

1. To determine the flow rate of steam from the auxiliary boiler the

pressure difference across the flow orifice and the upstream

pressure and temperature is measured.

2. A number of thermocouples are embedded in the ice columns at the

locations shown in Figure 2-8 to measure the progress of ice melting.

3. A flow switch is installed in the recirculation fan pipe to

provide confirmation of fan operation.

4. Two thermocouples T51 and T83 are installed as shown to give

additional measurements of drain water temperature.

5. An inclined water manometer is connected to provide an accurate

measurement of the small pressure differential that existed across

the separation deck during the long term test.

2.3.l Measurement Accuracy

To establish the total system measurement accuracy, a conservative theoretical

estimate of the error associated with each component has been made. The

criteria for analyzing the system accuracy are as follows:

1. Express the degree of error in terms of percentage deviation as a

function of the full-scale value. Most of the following full-scale-

values have units of voltage; except for recorder linearity which

is expressed in inches and recorder reduction accuracy which is expressed

in divisions of a Gerber Scale.

2-8
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2. "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System," WCAP-8110,

Supplement 1, April 30, 1973.

3. "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System," WCAP-8110,

Supplement 2, June 19, 1973.

4. "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System,," WCAP-8110,

Supplement 3, July 18, 1973.

5. "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System," WCAP-8110,

Supplement 4, November 15, 1973.
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A. nT ýUL L

TEST OPERATING PROCEDURE OUTLINE

23. Load the software program into the Data Acquisition System.

24. Verify the fast and slow tape recording transports properly operate

with the blowdown control switch.

25. Obtain channel instrumentation readout data at blowdown

environment conditions.

26. Verify the Data Acquisition System is operational and all instru-

mentation readout equipment is readied.

27. Turn off receiver vesse-L compartment heaters.

28. Verify the floor drain of ice chest in the receiver vessel has been

opened to relieve a pressure in the lower compartment and collect

and document water data from ice melt if available.

29. Close upper compartment vent on the receiver vessel and lower

compartment drain.

30. Turn off strip heaters and circulating pumps as required for final

test conditions.

31. Establish blowdown conditions of the systems according to the test

specifications.

32. Press blowdown sequencing button on the control board and the

following events occur:

a. Data Acquisition System tape high speed transport is initiated.

b. Air pressure in the cavity between rupture discs is vented downstream

causing a rupture disc to break.

33. Verify blowdown has occurred.

34. Open receiver vessel upper compartment vent after blowdown as

required by the test specification.

35. Open ice chest floor drain. Collect and record water weight and

temperature from ice melt-down in lower compartment.

36. Open top hatch of receiver vessel and photograph conditions of

upper doors and ice bed.

37. Remove, photograph, and weigh all baskets in the ice chest.

38. Inspect receiver vessel, boiler and subcooled leg.

39. Complete and document all test data.
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Figure 2-4. Typical Temperature Channel
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3.0 WALTZ MILL BLOWDOWN

Verification of the performance of the ice condenser following the

loss of coolant accident requires the simulation of short term blowdown

mass and energy release from the PWR primary coolant system following

this accident. Thesedischarge rates are simulated in the tests by

means of the boiler and discharge pipe blowdown system described earlier.

This section presents the methods and results for determining the discharge

rates from the experimental blowdown system using both the test measurements

and an analytical model.

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL BLOWDOWN SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

By selection of initial conditions in the boiler and discharge pipe

and by selection of an orifice area, a degree of control is provided

over the mass and energy release rate transients from the blowdown

system. The initial boiler inventory, the initial fluid temperature

in the discharge pipe, and orifice size were the most significant parameters

used to establish desired blowdown transients. Boiler inventory provided

a means of selecting the total energy release to the ice bed and the

duration of the blowdown. Orifice size effects the discharge rates.

The initial temperature of the fluid in the discharge pipe affects both

the early discharge rates and the shape of the release rate transients.

The blowdown system includes the capability for recirculation of fluid

in the discharge pipe. By this means a fluid temperature below the

initial system saturation temperature may be maintained in this leg

prior to rupture of the disc. An early period of subcooled critical

flow will then characterize these blowdown transients. The shape and

discharge rates of these early periods may then be established by selecting

both the orifice size and the degree of subcooling in the discharge pipe.

3.2 PLANT (PWR) VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL BLOWDOWN TRANSIENTS

The intent of the blowdown system discussed above is to provide simulation

of PWR short term blowdown conditions to the Waltz Mill ice condenser. The
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short term mass release rate transient calculated for a ouble ended

cold leg guillotine break for the Catawba plant is used as a point of

reference. The Catawba plant blowdown was selected since it has the

highest flowrate into the ice condenser. See Figure 3-1. This transient

is then scaled by the ratio of test ice bed flow area versus plant

ice bed flow area. Since the test and plant bed flow area are the

same per ice basket column, similar heat transfer performance of the
ice condenser will occur. The blowdown scale factor is c°..... since '

baskets of the plant's 1944 baskets are represented in the

ýtest.

The current Waltz Mill tests can be considered a test of the average

section of the ice condenser containment. Figure 3-3 shows a plot of

the scaled Iant mass flow rate and th e into the age-ce

es o caled to the test parameters by the scale factor.

During the first 1-1/2 seconds, the blowdown is filling the lower compartment

while peak flow is being established to the ice bed sections. After

this time, flow rates to ice bed sections become more steady state and

reduce in magnitude to follow the total blowdown rate. For smaller

blowdown rates, the time to reach this condition would occur later

in time.

From Figure 3-3, it can be seen that the blowdown comparison of interest

is the blowdown integral and rate at the 1-1/2 to 2 second period when

the ice bed section receives its peak flow rate. Because of lower

compartment volume and blowdown rate scaling the test ice bed section

will receive the peak flow rate at a similar time (1-1/2 to 2 seconds)

based on TMD predictions.

The 100 percent blowdown rate test is representative of the performance

of the average plant ice bed section in response to the double ended

cold leg pipe break. In the plant analysis for a break in the end

of the lower compartment, the ice bed section near the break may receive

approximately 30 percent more flow than the average ice bed section. .

The 150 percent rate test exceeds the blowdown rate requirement for A

the highest rate in a local ice bed section in the plant, assuming

the worst containment break location.
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WALTZ MILL BLOWDOWN ANALYSIS

The calculation of a realistic blowdown for the facility requires adjustment

of discharge coefficients in the SATAN-V critical flow model. This

adjustment is necessary for two reasons:

1. The SATAN-V critical flow correlations as applied in the short

term blowdown design basis represent an upper bound to both discharge

rates and the sensitivity of discharge rates to fluid conditions.

2. The Waltz Mill blowdown system geometry differs considerably from

the PWR plant geometry. Discharge from the plant occurs through

a pipe of finite L/D while discharge for Waltz Mill Facility

occurs through an orifice plate.

Because of the above considerations, the adjustment of the SATAN-V

critical flow model should result from a match to experimental mass

discharge rates calculated from recorded Waltz Mill test data and

from other applicable experimental data. The instrumentation available

and the calculated experimental mass discharge rates will be discussed

,.using Test A as an example, since this represents a 100 percent blowdown

rate test.

From the blowdown system instrumentation represented in Figures 2-3 and 2-5,

five periods may be quantified for the Test A blowdown and a lower

bound to the actual mass discharge transient calculated. The calculation

is accomplished as follows:

From 0 to .5 Seconds

This initial blowdown period is not typical of equilibrium conditions

for saturated water and appears to be caused by non equilibrium and

metastable fluid conditions in the boiler or by subcooled water in

the boiler. A rapid drop in boiler pressure is observed inferring

a superheated liquid condition exists in the boiler or that the initial
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water temperature is, less than saturation. This initial blowdown regime

is modeled via an isentropic expansion of the vapor phase which is in the boiler

just prior to initiation of the transient. The actual recorded boiler

pressure transient (P02 - see Figure 3-4) is used to calculate the volume

of liquid expelled from the boiler and thus the average mass discharge

rate over the first 0.5 seconds. This approach provides a lower bound

to release rate over this period because of the following considerations:

1. No mass transfer between the vapor and liquid phases in the boiler

has been considered. Any vapor generation would cause higher

discharge rates than predicted by the isentropic treatment.

2. No degree of voiding in the boiler liquid and the pipe has been

considered. The degree of voiding should be limited in this

early metastable period but any voiding would act to increase

release rates.

From 0.5 Seconds to P2 4 tap uncovery

During this period the recorded boiler AP (P24 - see Figure 3-5) transient

is used to calculate the mass discharge rate. A marked discontinuity

in the slope of the P24 versus time plot occurs when the water level

in the boiler drops below the position of this pressure tap in the

boiler.. The time at which the slope change occurs is then assumed

to correspond to the discharge from the orifice of the mass of water

initially above' the P24 tap. This is again a lower bound to the actual

discharge rate from the orifice because no voiding in the liquid between

the orifice and the P24 tap was considered. A thermal equilibrium

calculation applied to this liquid over this period indicates the

amount of voiding to be significant. The volume displaced by this

voiding would increase the mass discharge rate calculated for this period.

From P24 tap uncovery to boiler empty time

During this period the recorded AP from the P01 instrumentation (See

Figure 3-6) is used as an indicator of boiler empty time. This time is
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Two other coefficients CD sub and C are used in the model subcooled

critical flow and appear in the modified Zaloudek(2) correlation

Gcrit CD sub CKl 5

CD sub is a multiplier to the modified Zaloudek calculated critical

flow and C1 is a coefficient that determines the sensitivity of subcooled

critical flow to the degree of subcooling.

The C value and thus the sensitivity to subcooling was obtained by

a review of the experimentally calculated mass discharge rates for

Waltz Mill tests with different degrees of initial subcooling in the

discharge pipe. The experimental data presented in the report of the

Battelle(3) blowdown tests was also considered because it was obtained

from a boiler, discharge pipe, orifice system similar to the facility.

Both sets of data indicate a C value of 0.8 to be appropriate. The

sensitivity predicted by C1 - 0.8 value is also supported by the subcooled

data presented by Zaloudek (2)

Using the C = 0.8 value, the remaining discharge coefficients were

determined such that for Test A agreement was obtained between the

experimentally calculated and the SATAN-V calculated mass discharge

transients. Values of C = 0.93 and C = 0.8 were found to
Dsub D MOODY

give good agreement between SATAN and experimental transients. Thus

the three values, CD sub = 0.93, CD MOODY = 0.8, and C = 0.8 were established

as an appropriate SATAN-V critical flow model for the realistic calculation

of discharge..rates for the Waltz Mill blowdown system geometry.

The comparison between the SATAN-V calculated transient and the experimentally

derived values for Test A is indicated in Figure 3-7. A similar correspondence

is indicated for the other tests.

The SATAN-V calculated mass discharge transients for Tests A and B are

given in Figure 3-8 and 3-9.
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3.3 PRE-TEST PREDICTIONS

The established realistic SATAN-V model to the facility has also been

used for the calculation of pre-test predictions of the blowdown transients

for tests G, H and I. These tests include two series: A subcooling series

and an energy series. The mass discharge transient predictions for the

subcooled tests (tests H-and I) are given in Figures 3-10 and 3-11. It

must be noted, however, that these predictions were reported in the interim

report before the test were run and thus are based on a set of assumed

initial conditions. Anydifferences between these assumed conditions and

the actual test conditions will influence the comparison between the predicted

and the actual blowdown transients.

The predicted mass discharge transient for a 150 percent energy test

(test G) given in Figure 3-12. An additional effect may influence the

comparison between the predicted and actual blowdown transients for the

energy series. The increased initial water inventory in the blowdown system

results in a smaller initial steam volume in the boiler. The small steam

volume may be more sensitive to the non equilibrium conditions that may

exist in the tests and are not modeled in the code.

TEST RESULTS VERSUS PRE-TEST PREDICTIONS

As discussed above, pre-test predictions of the blowdown transients for

tests G, H, and I were generated with the established realistic SATAN-V

model to the blowdown system. These pre-test predictions may then be

compared to the analyses of the actual blowdown transients. For test H

the selected pre-tests fluid conditions were sufficiently close to the

actual test fluid conditions so that the pre-test blowdown applies as the

actual test blowdown. For tests G and I, however, a significant deviation

occurred between pre-test fluid subcooling selected for the discharge pipe

and the actual initial fluid subcooling in the pipe. The deviation between

pre-test and actual subcooling may be summarized as follows:
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Condensate and Ice Melt Temperature

This item is the mass-weighted water temperature on the floor of the

lower compartment and ice condenser floor at the end of the boiler blowdown.

Peak Ice Bed Exit Temperature

This item is the ice bed exit temperature early in the blowdown transient

at the time of the initial upper compartment peak pressure, as measured

by thermocouples at the top of the ice bed flow channels. Exit temperature

is an indication of ice condenser performance.

Boiler Energy Discharge

This item is the net energy released to the receiver vessel from the

boiler and discharge pipe.

Net Energy Discnarýe

This item is the net energy of a test after subtracting heat losses

of the receiver vessel, internals and ice condenser structure. Although

the plant would have similar heat losses, these losses were subtracted

from the boiler energy discharged to determine a conservatively low

net energy to the test. Heat losses were determined by an energy balance

calculation made for each test.

Discussion of Results

Receiver vessel upper and lower compartment pressure and boiler pressure

transients for the.test series are provided in Figures 5-2 through 5-

21.

An 83 percent blowdown rate test conducted in the blowdown rate series

is not reported. Ice basket loading in this test was conducted without

the aid of cool air recirculation in the receiver vessel due to failure

of the building refrigeration system. As a result, a substantial amount

of ice melted before the test could be conducted. Consequently, the
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peak or approximarej~y.ýDpercenE,- i~seci- on ~a~soI~ue -p J:b=R-

ýcompartment pressure d~ip after 2 seconds is shown in .4igure 5-1. Assuming

~an'i,-sentropic. -air' compre~ssio~n process, -~avolume increase rati-o of 1 03711

;isreuird prvie tispressure reduction, This r that-the

upper ccompartffent air occupy approxcimately an additio~nal ftor ~ ab

1/3 hevlnof -the icecodhenser. The falo'cnensate inito the

steam filled lower regions represents a spray-like cooling and, ~therefore,

.- causes a decrease in steam contet~f and areduction,:inri compartment pr ssurs

(3) Following' the water fallout 'from h c ed h tea lwfo
~~~~tesemflow from' houhh ieb

'-~th~rl cbrpartment flw cebe

again, because of th iffrnta bewe compartments:.

~ Oppos-ing tfii54,fl~ow.'is. a. density ýdiff erenc e between the lower compart-

men t steam (abouti4-bf) an the upper compartment 'air (about.

.075 lb/f t ) This'de"'s'ity~differenc'e wi~ll cause a ,reverse fow

-,of-li -othe5{e~ and "lor`"bm t2 s the ý,dif ferential

-i- >~-- pressure between comnpartments57decrea5ses. This phenomenon is dominant

4a'ter,' in ethe' transient and causesý th r- rdction in thercie

~' ' vesse1pr~essures.

t~;$- The4?combined, forced flow and, natur-al-conkvectoný f Low.-Ieads~ to'..the

S-second upward steam flow into the bed:.and, therefoare,, reopeso

o t e uppertompartment 0  The ceas 1 p e"ing 6f th~e large, water drainage

-flow:also, reduices the bene~fit- of the' s'p ray cooling of the lower

regions o~f the ice, condenser. and, the lower &6mpar'tment. 'This results

in ýa s imul taneoujs' inc rease -in. compartment''ý pe66I ss Lurs

(4) The sequence~ of the ph e t'omenion discussed -above may recycle seve~ral' -

times in the 5-transient" bu wt much. less, 'inte~nsty ,thanrhe',-th--itnitiai -

- surge due to the equal~ization of the lower and u~pper compartment -~

Lae inP'th"e transet -l~too: h 6

~pressures. nsiener equalza n o'tednsiy

difference through. tempe~ra Lur~e-equili1brium and mixing between

"compartments reduces the compr~tmient.-pre'ssures. The wa"ter fa~llout$~$

<--sphenomenon sttd bv 'hasbeen observd b.Verschoor (Reference-i)-~.

With water ~flowinig - doim 'thewa~ll of 'glass- pipes'and an u'pward-gas-



flow through the pipes, he observed that, above a certain gas velocity,

the liquid is unable to escape sufficiently fast and ultimately fills

the columns. When this occurs, the loading point or flooding point

is said to be reached. He has correlated the critical velocity with

the flow diameters, but this falls outside the range of interest in

the Waltz Mill tests. He also observed that as the water filled the

tube. it would suddenly fall, and this is similar to what we observed

in the Waltz Mill tests as causing upper compartment decompression.

Water level instrumentation (LO1, L02, L03) at the bottom of the ice bed

and the lower compartment provide an indication of the water drainage from

the ice condenser.

For large blowdown rates water fall out from the ice bed channels is shown

by high water levels on the ice condenser floor instrumentation. These

water levels are sufficient to have water flow out of the lower inlet doors.

The water drainage out the door during the blowdown transient does not

cause a rise in the lower compartment pressure. Spillage out of the lower

inlet doors is reflected in a more rapid rise in the water level on the

lower compartment floor. The lower compartment level increase reflects

the water drainage out of the ice condenser floor drain and the spillage

out the inlet doors. The recycling water fallout from the ice condenser

is observed'in large level fluctuations,plus splashing and wave action

noted by the level instruments.

For the small blowdown rate tests (tests C & F) the water level reached

on the ice compartment floor was not sufficient to cause water drainage

out of the door, ane the accumulated water was handled by the floor drain.

Long Term Energy Release Test

Test K is a test of the ice condenser to the design basis blowdown followed

by post blowdown energy release rates corresponding to the worst plant case

accident analysis. Following the boiler blowdown, an additional steam source

is used to supply post blowdown energy releases. Post blowdown steaming rates A h

are based upon conservative ECCS and break assumptions to provide the maximum
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The energy released to the receiver vessel, from the auxiliary steam supply
6

is 2.1 x 10, BTU until the time of complete ice melt (approximately 4400

seconds).

The time of complete melt out of the ice bed results from the energy input

to the receiver, the sump temperature, and heat losses during the transient.

Condensate and ice melt temperature for the lower compartment and ice

condenser floor temperature are shown in Figures 5-36 and 5-37. The long

term pressure transient shown in figure 5-35 demonstrates the ice condenser

ability to limit pressure buildup during the post blowdown energy release

period even with small quantities of ice remaining.

5.1 REFERENCES

1. H. Verschoor, "Limiting Vapor Velocity In Packed Columns", Institute

of Chemical Engineering Transactions, Volume 16, 19380
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6.0 ICE BASKET STRUCTURAL AND ICE LOADING ANALYSES AND TESTS

Perforated metal ice baskets of 64 percent open area consisting of

1/2 inch x 1/2 inch perforations and sheet metal ends with punched

holes were initially developed for the ice condenser application.

The choice of 64 percent open area and the 1/2 inch x 1/2 inch perforations

was based upon providing a highly conservative structural design, minimized

ice fallout on loading and, on auto clave tests indicating adequate heat

transfer properties. However, following the full-size performance blow

down tests, it became apparent that the size of the perforations and the

sheet metal ends impaired to some extent water drainage and steam access

to the ice to provide condensation.

Based on results of Waltz Mill blowdown tests, the ice basket design was

modified as follows:

1. The basket was changed to 1 inch x 1 inch on 1-1/4 inch centers x

14 ga to improve steam condensation. This has the same 64 percent

open area as the 1/2 inch x 1/2 inch basket.

2. The reinforcing ring and coupling through diameter was increased

to be equal to the 1/4 inch lip components used in the blowdown tests.

The present rolled groove, in lieu of the lip, was added. to increase

strength by adding stiffness approximately equal to the original

1 inch lip. The attachment to the basket, for the ring, was changed

to parallel slots in the basket, forming a bar which could be bent

into the stiffening groove. This reduced the possibility of lattice

frame interference.

3. The ice supports were changed to have crossed bars similar to those

in the test set-up.

The cruciform design is such that the bars are not straight since

straight bars would add greatly to the lateral stiffness if the side

loads occurred directly in line with the bars.
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4. Waltz Mill tests dictated that the column bottom open area should be max-

imized with not more than a 1/4 inch lip around the periphery. This

necessitated the sheet metal bottom be changed to 1 inch x.1 inch wire mesh

and a revised means of attachment to.the lower support structure, i.e., a

1/2 inch x 4 inch bar on edge welded to the bottom at the ends and

attached to a shortened mounting bar with U-bolts.

6ý1 ICE BASKET STRESS ANALYSIS

This section presents a summary of stress analysis of the structural capacity

of the baskets fabricated from perforated metal. The basic configuration

is a cylindrical shell. The perforated metal is 14 gage thick (0.075

inches) with 1 inch square holes spaced on 1 1/4 inch centers. The square

holes have 1/16 inch radius fillets at all four corners.

In a plant an ice basket column is 48 feet high and consists of four

12 foot long ice baskets joined together by means of couplings. The

bottom of the column is attached to the lower support structure by means

of a pin joint. At the mid-points of the 12 foot baskets are located

stiffeners similar to the couplings, but a little smaller in diameter.

The couplings are attached to the baskets by means of sheet metal screws,

whereas the stiffeners are located by crimping metal.

The ice is supported At the bottom of the bottom basket by means of

10 gag e (0.135 inch).wire mesh. This mesh is stiffened along some wires

by a depth of 1/2 inch of sheet metal which is also 10 gage. At the'

couplings and stiffeners ice is supported by means of cruciform con-

figurations.

The following is a summary of the analysis of all components of the

basket including perforated metal cylinders, wire mesh bottom, end

connections, couplings, etc. Since the D.C. Cook ice basket loads

envelope both the Sequoyah and the McGuire loads, they are presented

in detail (see Table 6.1). It is conclusively shown in the analysis

that all the components can more than adequately withstand these loads.
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,Perforated Metal Ice Basket Cylinders

The ice basket design was analyzed and found to adequately resist the

specified loadings. The basic ice basket configuration is a 12 inch

diameter by 12 foot long cylindrical shell (see Figure 6-6).

The perfo rations consist of 1 inch by 1 inch holes, located at 1 1/4

inch center to center distances, both horizontally and vertically.

The baskets are constructed of A-622 low-carbon, low alloy steel, of

14 gage perforated metal, minimum yield stress, 32,000 psi.

sion for the total stress on the outermost fibers of a line

is derived as:

L i\\

(a,b)

The behavior of the basket under yield and collapse conditions was

investigated (see Figure 6- ) and is here described briefly:

Under Pure Axial Load

Gross Yield =3

Ultimate Yield = lbs

(ab)

(a,b)

(a,b)

(a,b)

Under a uniformly distributed lateral load shear yield

was determined to occur at:

]

Under pure bending a plastic hinge was-found to occur at

(ab) "

(a,b)and the ultimate load:
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The combinations of axial compression and uniformly distributed loads

which cause conditions of local yielding were plotted and these points

were obtained using the relationship:

_ _ _ _ _(a,b)

where U is the axial force necessary tocause ielding across the (a,b)

sectiis the moment for the plastic hinge. (a,b) (,A "\

Under combined axial and uniform loading the case of plastic collaspe

of the compression side was considered.

Yield occurred a: t (ab)

Ultimate load: ft (a,b)

Ice Basket Bottom Wire Mesh

The base of the perforated metal ice basket is constructed of a steel

-wire mesh, and this mesh was analyzed to assure adequate performance

under the weight of the ice column. The mesh covers the bottom of the

basket, 11.64 inches in diameter, and is of a square I inch by 1 inch

configuration. The wire is composed of A-641 zinc coated carbon steel,

10 gage. The minimum yield is 40,000 psi.

The mesh was structurally analyzed using the structural design (a,b) (

program According to the AISC steel design code, the (a,b)

following figures are the maximum wire loads:

Maximum moment =b-in (a,b)

Maximum shear = lb (a,b)

The initial analysis of the mesh revealed it to be over-stressed at a

number of points on the mesh (see Figure 607). The maximum loads were:

Maximum moment =m in-lb (a,b)_A[--

Maximum shear = lb b (a,b)
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It was clear that the wire mesh could not adequately support the ice load

on its own. It was decided to add steel stiffeners under the wire at various

locations and this was analyzed in a number of configurations with various

stiffener depths. The final configuration utilizes stiffeners of 1/2

inch and 3/8 inch depths (see Figure 6-8) and the corresponding maximum

loads are:

Maximum moment on wire =in-lb\ (ab)

Maximum shear = lb. (ab)

Ice Basket End Connection Assembly

The ice basket end connection assembly has the function of transferring

loads from the ice basket to the lower support structure. It is the

function of this connection to transfer these loads as reactions only

so that no moment will be applied to the lower support structure at the

point of connection. The assembly also provides a large range of adjustment

of the basket axis intercept of the horizontal plane. A summary of the

stress analysis follows. Concerning the stress summaries, parenthetical

values indicate stress allowables. When the interaction formula values

designated by "X", are below the load case factor "N" values for the

appropriate case number, a safe loading case is indicated.

U-Bolts

The two U-bolts are designed with high strength steel and transmit loads

from the lug to the plate. Loads are due to preload, net DBA vertical

load (in load cases II and IV) and the prying force caused by the horizontal

load are transmitted as tensile loads in the U-bolt. It is assumed that

both U .-bolts take identical loading. The U-bolt stresses are summarized

in Table 6-2.
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Plate

The plate is designed with A-588 'material and transfers loads from the bas.

end to the U-bolts and lug. The horizontal and vertical loads produce

bending, transverse shear, and torsional stresses in various combinations at

different points in the plate. All combinations were explored and the max-

imum stresses were found. The stress summary is given in Table 6-3.

Lug

The lug weldment is made of A-588 material and is designed to transmit loads

from the u-bolts and plate to the clevis pin and lower support structure. In

addition to the primary bending mode, stresses are calculated for U-bolt

washer bearingstress, pin bearing stress, pin shear tear out and welding

shear stress. The lug stress summary is given in Table 6-4.

Basket End

The basket end is essentially a 12 gauge A-622 steel cylinder which transmits

loads from the basket to the plate. Stress combinations due to both horizontal

and vertical loads are considered. The basket end stress summary is given

in Table 6-5.

Clevis Pin

The clevis pin is designed of high strength steel (130,000 psi specified

minimum yield) to transmit loads from the lug to the lower support structure.

The pin carries the load in double shear and is assumed simply supported. The

clevis pin stress summary is given in Table 6-6.

Couplings

Coupling Screws

The couplings consist of an A-622 12 gauge cylinder which is designed to

"splice" the baskets at four locations to form the 48 foot basket column.
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The basket and couplings are attached by high strength #10-32 UNF screws.

The analysis consists of screw bending and screw-basket bearing stresses.

The coupling screw stress summary is given in Table 6-7 through 6-10 for

the four coupling locations.

6.2 ICE BASKET STRUCTURAL TESTS

Summary

This section summarizes the test of a 1 inch square perforated metal basket.

The object of this test was to determine deflection characteristics and

to determine the load carrying capabilities of the basket when subjected

to combined horizontal and vertical loads.

The basket was fabricated from 14 ga A-622 DQSK sheet steel. The sheet

was perforated with 1 inch square holes on 1-1/4 inch centers and the

corners of the perforations were square.

The coupling and reinforcing ring were cylindrical with straight sides

and 1/4 inch lips at the bottom.

The maximum deflection at the center of a 6 ft section with the test loads

was M inches under a vertical load of W -pounds and a distributed

horizontal load of ow pounds. These test loads are higher than the

design loads.

The maximum vertical load applied for testing to failure was pounds

with approximately In pounds distributed side load per 6 ft of basket

before thebasket could no longer support the loads. The basket failure

was precipitated by the collapse of the stiffening ring in the center of

the basket.

(a,b)

(a,b)'

(a,b)

(a,b) iA

Conclusions

The basket load carrying capacity exceeded the required test loads for

all elevations.
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Failure was caused by flattening of the side of the reinforcing ring

at the horizontal restraint.

The latest coupling and reinforcing ring design has an added strength-

ening groove which will increase the basket load carrying capacity.

Test Set-up:and Loads

The test set-up and loads are illustrated in Figure 6-1 and Table 6-

1, respectively.

Figure 6-1 shows the schematic for loading and the. locations of the

dial indicators.

Table,6-1 lists the minimum test loads for D.C. Cook.

Test Results

The test results are presented in the Figures 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4. Figure

6-2 shows the deflection versus combined test loads for each 6 ft section

of the basket, where the side loads were applied with semi-circular

inserts connected to the pulley systems to reduce the ovality produced

in earlier tests using bands around the baskets.. The deflections plotted

were measured on the side of the basket toward the side load and as

seen on the curve, the maximum deflection occurred with the loads at

the ft elevation. This maximum of U L inches was in the bottom

6 ft of basket. Part of this deflection was caused by a flattening

of the central reinforcing ring adjacent to the horizontal restraint.

A permanent set of approximatelyI inches took place in this area.

As mentioned above, the ring was cylindrical with a 1/4 inch lip.

Production baskets will contain a ring with a stiffening groove which

will approximate a 3/4 inch lip and will reduce the permanent set

to near zero for these loads.

(ab)

(a,b)U

(a b)Figure 6-3 shows the deflection of the basket with a constant

vertical load versus increasing side load until the basket could,

longer support the-vertical load.

pound
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As seen on the curve, permanent deformation began at approximately • (a)

pound side load'. Basket failure occurred while increasing the side
load from• pounds to- pounds. The maximum deflection prior (a).l2-

to failure was inches. The failure was caused by collapse or (a)

flattening of the center reinforcing ring. The present ring design, with

a stiffening groove rolled in the center, will be equivalent.to a 3/4 inch

lip which will increase the load carrying capacity of the basket considerably.

Figure 6-4 shows the design and test load combinations for each 6 foot

level of basket. Also shown is the failure point for this basket. It

can be seen that this basket exceeded the required test loads before

failure and with the new stiffening ring, the factor ot safety will

increase.

6.3 ICE BASKET LOADING

\k
Ice loading of 1 inch x i inchice baskets has presented a problem

relative to ice fallout. Loading of a basket with 1p~pounds of ice

resulted in pounds of ice fallout. A number of concepts are being (a) -\

investigated to limit the fallout and provide a.practical means of loading

the baskets. To date, the following concepts have been considered:

1. External wrapper

*2. Internal motorized split loading trunk

3. Dissolvable internal wrapper

4. Water spray while loading

5. No wrapper, but recycle ice using negative vacuum system

6. Movable external teflon cylinder

7. Inflatable bags and blower

The external wrapper consisted of two concepts. A longitudinal split

wrapper with the two sections not attached to each other, and a longi-

tudinal split wrapper with the two sections taped together. The non-

taped split sections allowed a 50 percent fallout and was considered
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unacceptable. The taped split wrapper prevented spillage and was

removed after filling by pulling the tape off with a draw. string and

then pulling the wrapper from the top of the basket past the lattice

frames. This concept worked very well. The nylon reinforced polyethylene

wrapper that was used is not acceptable from a fireproof viewpoint.

Preliminary testing with a fiberglass cloth material has indicated that

it may be acceptable, but additional testing is required.

The internal split loading trunk consists of four strips, to fit through

the cruciforms at 6 foot intervals in the baskets, lowered internally

into a basket and then slowly withdrawn with a motor-roller arrangement

as the basket is filled. In tests performed to date, fallout of

to ,W percent was measured, the rate being a function of strip width (a)C

(a)~c(

An Aver~age ice6 den~sity fW b ff wsmaue which is acceptable.

To practically use this arrangement for plant loading an automatic control

must be developed, the roller arrangement modified to permit wide strips

to reduce the fallout and a material that will not stretch obtained for

the strips.

The dissolvable internal wrapper permitted loading with no spillage,

but bench tests on dissolving the wrapper indicated the time to dissolve

the material was too long in xrelation to the initial blowdown transient.

Wetting the ice by a water spray, as it is

indicated a fallout of about (20) percent.

and there may be some problem with the wet

the negative system.

loaded, without any wrapper

This is still a large fallout,

ice blocking the piping of

The dry fallout without a wrapper is excessive, but it could be picked

up by the negative system if it had enough capacity. Modifications

to the present system are being investigated to see if a pick-up rate

consistent with the fallout can be obtained.
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A movable external teflon collar that will be moved up along a basket

external as it is filled has been fabricated, but not tested as of this

date.

The inflatable bag concept consists of dropping bags in the open area

between ice baskets and inflating them with a blower to prevent ice

spillage. When the baskets adjacent to the bags is filled, the bags will

be deflated and removed. This method has been tested a number of times with

very limited ice fallout.

Of the seven possible methods that inflatable bags appears to be the

best arrangement with the split motorized trunk as a'backup for

use in areas where a bag may be difficult to install. Additional engineering

is being performed to define in detail the equipment to make the inflatable

bags and motorized trunk practical and a final decision is expected in

April 1974.

6.4 FUTURE TESTS

Structural Tests

Structural tests with 10 more ice baskets from production for D. C. Cook

are planned for the end of March and the test results planned for

transmittal in mid-April. The purpose of these tests is to qualify the

production baskets, couplings, and ends. The applied loads will

envelope the D. C. Cook 1 & 2, Sequoyah, Watts Barr, and McGuire 1 & 2 test

loads.

Of the ten baskets to be tested, two will be bottom baskets and eight

will be upper baskets. The first two upper baskets will be tested for

combined horizontal and vertical loads. The upper baskets three and four

will be tested only for the vertical loads, whereas, five and six only for.

the horizontal loads. The baskets seven and eight will be tested in a
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compression testing machine to determine the radial spring constant at

the interface with the lattice frames. The two bottom baskets will be

tested for combined vertical and horizontal loads and to qualify the

basket bottom and attachments.

Ice Fallout

It is necessary for the ice to fuse together, once loaded,.in order to

minimize any fallout during a seismic event. A series of ice basket

seismic tests are being performed to insure that the fallout is below

the acceptable level of 1 percent.

Three methods which produce ice fusion are being tested:

1. Normal fusion with time

2. Accelerated fusion by temperature control

3. Water addition

The test program consists of loading basket samples using the above three

methods and subjecting these baskets to actual acceleration time history

seismic inputs.

Ice Technology Schedule

A Tentative schedule for future ice loading test and seismic test

may be seen in Table 6-11.
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TABLE 6.1

D.C. COOK ICE BASKET DESIGN LOAD SUMMARY

3 MILLION LBS. OF ICE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

Design & Test Loads

(a,b)

Ez kA



TABLE 6.1 (Continued)

D.C. COOK BASKET COMBINATION OF DESIGN LOADS

3 MILLION LBS. OF ICE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

(a, b)

-, f
'1

/
7! /



TABLE 6.1 (Continued)

Limit Analysis Load Facto

D.C. COOK ICE BASKET LIMIT ANALYSIS LOADS

3 MILLION LBS. OF ICE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

LIMIT ANALYSIS LOADS

its: Case I (D+DBE): Case II (D+DBA): (a,b) ,_ t
Case III (D+DBE): Case IV (D+DBE+DBA): (a,b)

. . .. k. i



TABLE 6.1 (Continued)

Test Load Factors: Case I

Case I

D.C. COOK ICE BASKET MINIMUM TEST LOADS

3 MILLION LBS. OF ICE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

MINIMUM TEST LOADS

-(D + OBE): Case II .(D + DBA): (a,b) ~~

III (D + DBE): Case IV (D + DBE + DBA) (a,b)

(a b



TABLE 6-2

U-BOLT STRESS Sl

enith wables)



TABLE 6-3

PLATE STRESS SUMMARY



TABLE 6-4

LUG STRESS SUMMARy



TABLE 6-5

BASKET END STRESS'SUMMARY

I---



TABLE 6-6

:CLEVIS PIN STRESS SUMMARY



TABLE 6-7

COUPLING STRESS

SUMMARY



TABLE 6-8

COUPLING STRESS

SUMMARY



TABLE 6-9

COUPLING STRESS

SUMMARY



TABLE 6-10

COUPLING STRESS

SUMMARY

C



TABLE 6-11

ICE TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULE

A = Delivery

V = Installation

Sublimation Test

HeatUp Building

Installation

Baskets

Instrumentation

Glycol Chiller System

Cooldown

Ice Loading

Test Start

Creep & Densification Test

Test Plan

Baskets

Instrumentation

•-Test Start (to run
9 - 12+ months)

2/4 2/11 2/18 2/25 3/4 3/25 4/1 4/8j 4/15 4/22 4/29

X.

A•

-V

V-V

-V"

V

x

Ice Loading Testing

Retractable Liner

Inflatable Barrier

Hydraulic Weighing

Load Sublimation Bay*

Water Addition Testing

x x

V
A V

A •

X-x

x

XX

A

x

-X

X--XTo make up sublimation
losses

To increase initial density

Ice Bed Maintenance

By chopped ice spray

Ice Loading Bay Storage Test

X-+ K

Remove and Weigh Old Columns

Seismic Tests x x x

xSEE SUBLIMATION TEST
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Figure 6-1. Test Set-up Schematic
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Figure 6-5. Combinations of Concentric Axial Load and Distributed Load that will cause Failure
of a Perforated Metal Ice Basket Material: A-622 Steel, Gage - 14, 1" Sq. Holes
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APPENDIX A

Photographs of Waltz Mills Ice Condenser
Blowdown Test Facility and Test Hardware
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WALTZ MILLS ICE CONDENSER
FULL SCALE TEST FACILITY
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Boiler During Erection
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Ice Basket
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Lattice Frame
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Rupture Disc and Orifice Assembly
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Lower Inlet Doors and Turning Vanes
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Ice Chest From Top
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Ice Bed Drain Pipe and Flapper Valve
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Recirculation Fan Discharge Pipe and Flapper
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Auxiliary Boiler
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Process Control Panel
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Power Distribution and Motor Control Panel
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Data Acquisition Computor
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